
 

December 20, 2019 

 

CHINA WATCH:  China waived tariffs on some energy and chemical products from the United 

States. The waiver is effective immediately but not retroactively for products like HDPE. 

Sanderson Farms also reported that it is already shipping containers of chicken paws to China 

following the Chinese lifting of the avian flu ban. Initial shipments were still tariffed but 

“penciled” into the Chinese market just as US pork has. Sanderson expects the Chinese chicken 

tariffs to be lifted 60 to 90 days after the Phase One deal is signed.  China has approved 172 US 

chicken plants for exports, but not enough of the cold storage facilities to hold the product for 

shipment.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKETS:  Crude oil is $61.00, down 18 cents per barrel. It has been firm this week 

on ideas that China will be a major buyer after the Phase One deal is signed.  Gold is $1483.10 

per ounce, down $1.30 from Thursday.   

 

WEATHER:  The 

NWS 6-10 and 8-

14 day forecasts 

keep the odds of 

above normal 

temps for the 

eastern 2/3 of the 

country 

throughout the 

holidays and into 

January 2 or later. 

The forecast gets 

wetter for the 

central and south 

western part of the 

country, 

particularly after 

the 25th.  

 

 

ALAN MEDIA COMMENTS: The media have been seeking out Alan for insights into the 

Chinese situation and the current grain and livestock rallies.  One interview was on WNAX and 

may be heard here: 

https://soundcloud.com/wnax-radio/12-19-19a 

 

News & Other 

Markets that 

Affects You 

Weather 
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Brugler News 

https://soundcloud.com/wnax-radio/12-19-19a


Corn Recommendations: 2019 Crop: You forward contracted 40% of 2019 production. MAR: 

You have short March 430 calls vs. 20% of production. ---You exited the long March 370 puts for 

salvage value (12/16 @ $.03 5/8).  ---You took profits on the short March 400 calls (12/12 @ 

$.0375). ---You rolled the long March 380 puts (12/12 @ $.115) to the Mar 370 strike (12/12 @ 

$.06 1/8), pocketing the difference.  2020 Crop: You are 10% cash forward contracted on 

estimated 2020 production. ---You added Dec 390/380 bear put spreads vs. 10% of production to 

halt the grinding process (12/10 @ $.25 ¼ and $.19 ¼ respectively). ---You exited the long Dec 

390 puts (12/16 @ $.21 1/8).  

A second one will be on December 20 edition of AgriTalk this afternoon with Joe Vaclavik 

hosting at 2:10 PM CST and available over the weekend for playback: 

https://www.agweb.com/agritalk 

 

Alan is also one of the two guest analysts this weekend for US Farm Report with Tyne Morgan. 

That show will air at various times and stations on Saturday, but should be available for 

playback on the USFR website AFTER it airs on Saturday morning: 

https://www.agweb.com/usfr 

 

 

CORN: Futures settled ¾ lower to ¾ higher on Thursday following an “as expected” weekly Export 

Sales report. Open interest continued to leak lower as traders exit for the holidays.  It was down 9,721 

on Thursday. Export sales for the week of 12/12 were 1.709 MMT, which was up 95.7% from last 

week and the largest weekly sale since the same December week in 2018. There were also 536,121 MT 

of sales for the 2020/21 MY. There were 28.348 mbu of shipments, which was 35.5% above last 

week’s shipments, but 26.2% behind the same week last year. accumulated shipments were at 7.596 

MT (299 mbu). USDA also showed 72,600 MT of shipments and sales of sorghum to China during the 

week of 12/12.  

Chart Points: The 40-week moving average is resistance at $3.86 ¼ on the weekly continuation chart, 

and applies to March futures. The upper Bollinger Band is $4.01. The expiration gap is support at 

$3.74. The 78.6% Fibonacci retracement support is at $3.755 for March futures.  The 100-day moving 

average resistance is $3.88 3/4. The 4-day RSI has a short term sell signal. We’re into tougher 

resistance here. Dec 2020 futures have a double bottom in place. The 61.8% retracement resistance is 

$4.025. Downtrend resistance is $4.035. 

Corn Feed User Recommendations:  You have cash corn ownership to March 1. ---You bought 60 

days of cash corn (12/12 @ $3.59 Dec).   

 

SOYBEANS: Bean futures settled 1 ¼ to 4 ¼ lower on Thursday.  Meal was down $4.50/ton to put 

pressure on product value. Soy oil rebounded 36 points. Soybean export bookings were just above 

expectations in the Export Sales report. The USDA reported 1.431 MMT through the week ending last 

Thursday. That was 36.2% above last week’s sales, but 49.5% below the same week last year. A good 

portion of that was to China, at 619,833 MT. Analysts overestimated soybean meal export sales, as the 

USDA reported 83,464 MT through the week ending 12/12 (expectations were 150k to 350k MT). Soy 

oil export sales were above expectations, but still below last week as the USDA reported 28,005 MT 

sold for the week ending 12/12. 
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Soybean Recommendations: 2019 Crop:  Hedgers are cash forward contracted on 50% of new 

crop production while cash only sellers are 55% cash sold.  Hedgers have short January 1000 calls 

vs. 35% of production. Those expire a week from today. You have short March 860 puts vs. 20%. 

---You rolled the long March 900 puts (12/10 @ $.13 ¼) to the March 920 strike (12/10 @ $.23 

3/8). ---You exited the long March 920 puts (12/16 @ $.15 ¾). 2020 Crop:  No cash sales to date. 

Hedgers have short Nov 880 puts vs. 20% of expected production as a residual position. ---You 

exited the long Nov 940 puts (12/16 @ $.38). ***Offer to forward contract the first 10% of 

new crop at $9.79 November futures.  

 

Chart Points:  Trendline resistance from the 2016 and 2018 highs is at $9.24 on the weekly 

continuation chart. Our main weekly chart indicators are all in neutral. The 61.8% Fib retracement 

resistance is $9.24 ¾. Taking that out would point to $9.40. Thus far, we’re still trading inside 

Tuesday’s range. The 61.8% Fib retracement resistance is $9.365 for March futures, with the 78.6% @ 

$9.51. We also broke the 2/3 

speedline on Monday. RSI and 

stochastics are into overbought 

territory. That is not the same as a 

sell signal, particularly if ADX is 

rising. It is.  MACD is long. See 

the March chart snippet at the left. 

The 78.6% is potential resistance 

at $9.67 ¾ for November futures. 

The 2/3 speedline has been broken, 

suggesting an eventual retest of the 

$9.80 high that anchors the 

formation.  

 

Soy Meal:  Trendline support on the weekly continuation chart is $291.10.  Upper Bollinger Band 

resistance is $311.70. March meal has 18-day moving average support at $301.50. MACD is bullish, 

but on a low ADX.   

Meal Recommendations: You have cash meal coverage through February 1.  ---You exited the long 

Jan meal futures (12/12 @ $297.40). ---You bought March 310 calls vs. three months of use (12/17 @ 

$6.70) instead. ---You sold March 320 calls (12/19 @ $3.35) vs. three months of use.  

WHEAT:  MPLS wheat was up 2 ¾ to 3 cents on continued short covering.  The other two markets 

pulled back in a “buy the rumor, sell the fact” reaction to a strong weekly Export Sales report. 

Preliminary open interest was down only 457 contracts on Thursday.  The MGE HRS March futures 

closed plus 2 3/4. KC wheat was lower by 1 3/4 cents. We’re beginning to see some traders shut down 

for year end.  The weekly export sales update from the USDA showed all wheat bookings for the week 

ending 12/12 were at 868,560 MT. Analysts were anticipating bookings to be 200k to 600k MT. KC 

HRW occupied the largest share of bookings this week, with 31.84%, MGE HRS accounted for 

30.37% of the sales. The same report indicated shipments were 19.02% below the same week last year, 

but YTD shipments were still 18.51% ahead of last year’s pace. Taiwan purchased 104,600 MT of US 

wheat in a tender on Thursday.  
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CBT Wheat Recommendations: 2019 Crop: Both hedgers and cash only marketers are 65% 

cash sold or forward contracted. Hedgers have March 580/520 short strangles vs. 25% of 

production. ---You rolled the short March 560 calls (12/19 @ $0.1475) to the March 580 strike 

price (12/19 @ $0.9625). 

KC Wheat Recommendations: 2019 Crop:  All clients are 45% cash sold. Hedgers are short  

March 500 calls vs. 20% of production after a coverage roll, and short March 400 puts vs. 25%.  --

-You rolled the short March 460 calls (12/17 @ $.19) to the March 500 strike (12/17 @ $.0825).   

KCBT HRW WHEAT Chart Points:  The main resistance on the weekly continuation chart is the 

38.2% Fib retracement at $4.51 ¾.  The 50% retracement resistance is $4.71 ¼ for March futures. We 

have a bit of a bull flag going here. They’re only 55% reliable, however. July 2020 futures traded at the 

highest price since last July 31. Retracement resistance is $4.855. 

CBT SRW WHEAT Chart Points:  Downtrend resistance is now $5.47 on the weekly chart. We are 

there. Only Friday closes count on a weekly. Bollinger midline support is $5.05 1/4. The 78.6% Fib 

retracement resistance is $5.48 ¾ for March futures.  Speedline theory suggests at least a test of 

$5.735.  Lateral resistance for July futures is $5.69.  

 

MGE Chart Points:  Lateral resistance is the double top at $5.58 on the weekly chart.  March closed 

above the 2/3 speedline resistance at $5.355. MACD is bullish. Closing above $5.43 would take us to 

the weekly number at $5.58.  Spec fund short covering is the story here. 

 

LIVE CATTLE:  Futures settled 50 lower to 50 higher yesterday, with August the tipping point 

between the losers and the back month winners. The Weekly Export Sales Report from the USDA 

revealed that beef shipments for the week ending 12/12 were 10,068 MT, which was 2.06% higher 

than last week but 1.33% below last year. The same report also stated accumulated exports were at 

787,104 MT of beef through the end of the week which was 4.26% behind last year’s pace. Afternoon 

boxed beef prices were 58 cents lower, with the choice/select spread shrinking to less than $8.00. It 

typically will be less than $2 by late February. The USDA reported cash sales for live cattle in the 

$119-$121 range, NE saw $120-$121 on Thursday, and some dressed sales were reported at $192. The 

WTD estimated FI cattle slaughter was 486, still even with last week. 

USDA will release their monthly Cattle on Feed report this afternoon. Here is where the trade thinks 

the numbers will be, expressed in % of year ago terms. As always, placements are the area of most 

disagreement.  

 USDA Actual Avg. Trade Guess Range of Ests 

On Feed Dec 1  101.9 101.3-102.8 

Nov Placements  101.0 98.7-107.1 

Nov Marketings  97.2 96.6-98.6 

MGE Recommendations:  2019 Crop:  You are 45% cash sold.  No hedge positions are currently 

recommended.   
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Feeder sellers:  JAN: You have sold Jan 150 calls vs. 50% of marketings. You have long Jan 144 

puts vs. 50% of marketings. ---You added long Jan 142 puts vs. the other 50% of marketings (12/3 

@ $3.15).  ---You added long March 142 puts vs. 50% of expected sales (12/9 @ $4.50). ---You 

sold March 138 puts vs. 50% of sales as a covered write vs. the Mar 142 puts (12/17 @ $1.30). ---

You took profits on the short Jan 154 calls (12/16 @ .225).  --- You exited the long Jan 142 puts 

(12/17 @ $1.00).   

 

Feedlots: No hedges. ---You took profits on the short Jan 154 calls (12/12 @ $.125).  

 

 

 

 

Cattle Recommendations:  DEC: No hedges recommended. ---Your short Dec 96 puts vs. 100% 

of marketings, short Dec 106 puts vs. 50% of marketings and short Dec 116 puts vs. 100% of 

marketings all expired worthless as planned (12/6).  FEB: ---You are short Feb 132 calls vs. 100% 

of expected marketings.  APR: You are short April 136 calls vs. 50% of expected marketings. ---

You sold April 134 calls vs. 50% of expected marketings as a “come and get me” (12/6 @ $1.10).  

 

 

 

 

 

Cattle Chart Points:  Weekly chart MACD is bullish. Stochastics are pegged in overbought territory. 

Retracement resistance is $122.52. Lateral resistance for December futures is $122.87. The LOC high 

is $124.17. Regression channel support is $120.10. Feb futures have regression channel support at 

$124.55.  The life of contract high for Feb futures at $127.90 is resistance. Stochastics are neutral. The 

4-day RSI is bearish. The April futures support is still the lower regression channel, at $125.00. 

Friday’s battering ram trade should be followed by a downward correction, which is underway. The 

last three days have all been inside Friday’s range.  

FEEDER CATTLE:  Feeders settled 7 lower to 85 cents higher on Thursday. The 12/18 CME Feeder 

Cattle index was up another 28 cents to $145. 75. 

Chart Points: Lateral resistance on the weekly continuation chart is $149.50. The BB midline support 

is $142.47 and applies to Jan futures. January is dropping away from the upper Bollinger Band. The 

harami was resolved bearishly. Bollinger midline support is $143.10. Stochastics are bearish.  

Bollinger midline support for March futures is $143.62. 

 

Feeder Cattle Recommendations:    

 

CATTLE CRUSH SPREADS:  ---You entered January cattle crush spreads on 100% of expected 

January placements (11/14 @ $15.63/head). For tracking, we show the legs as:  Jan feeders ($143.02), 

March Corn ($3.855) and June live cattle ($117.10). The crush spreads for March and April feeders 

have deteriorated significantly since December 5.  

 

LEAN HOGS:  Futures settled 5 to 107 higher yesterday. CME’s Lean Hog Index was 43 cents higher 

at 60.55 for 12/17. The USDA’s weekly update in pork export sales showed 37,172 MT of pork 

bookings for both December and next year. That is a 1.5% hike from last week, and 42.2% higher than 

the same week last year. Shipments to China totaled 15,282 MT, with unshipped sales for 2019 at 

109,871 MT. Most of that will likely be rolled to 2020 with just 19 days left in the year. USDA’s pork 



Hog Recommendations and active positions: DEC:  ---Your short  Dec 56 puts and short Dec 68 

calls each vs. 100% expired worthless as planned (12/13). ---You exited the long Dec 64 puts 

(12/6 @ $2.35).  FEB:  You have short Feb 64 puts vs. 100% of marketings and long Feb 68 puts 

vs. 100% after profit rolls. APR: ---You sold April 68 puts (11/22 @ $5.05) vs. 100% of 

marketings. This is a long delta position. JUNE:  No current position.  

 

 

 

carcass cutout value was down $0.58 to $76.71. The 12/19 national average base hog price from the 

USDA was down 21 cents to $47.77. USDA’s estimate for FI hog slaughter is 1.973 million head on 

the week through Thursday. That was 10,000 head above last week’s pace, and 53,000 ahead of the 

same week last year’s pace.   

USDA will issue their quarterly Hogs & Pigs report on Monday afternoon. It is expected to show 

further expansion. Here are some representative trade estimates as reported by DLR:  

 USDA Actual  Trade Avg Guess Range of Trade Ests 

All Hogs Dec 1  102.9 102.0-103.5 

Kept for Breeding  101.6 100.5-102.8 

Kept for Marketing  103.0 102.1-103.6 

Sep-Nov Pig Crop  102.9 101.6-104.2 

 

Chart Points: Bulls punched through the 40-day moving average resistance at $70.57 for Feb futures.  

RSI shows a bullish divergence.  The 100-day moving average resistance is $71.95. There is also a 

bullish divergence in the April contract, with a rounded bottom chart formation. The 100-day moving 

average resistance is $77.97. Trendline resistance off of the October high would be around $79.10 

today. MACD is bullish for April hogs.  June futures are rallying out of a Bollinger pinch.  The 61.8% 

Fibonacci retracement is potential resistance at $89.90. 

  

There is a substantial risk of loss in futures & options trading. Past results are not necessarily indicative 

of future results. Futures and options trading is not suitable for all individuals or entities. Entry or exit 

prices if shown are trades reported on the Think or Swim (TOS), DTN or OptionVue 8 platforms that 

met the criteria of the advice but may not be representative of all advisory clients. Please see the 

hypothetical results statement in each of the Master Position Table summaries for a full disclosure of 

the limitations of hypothetical results. This information is from sources we believe to be reliable but 

quote or typographical errors are possible. Actions taken based on this information are the 

responsibility of the reader. Call if you have questions! 

Copyright 2019 Brugler Marketing & Management LLC.  All rights reserved.  

 


